Gap junctional communication among motor and other neurons shapes patterns of neural activity and synaptic connectivity during development.
We are studying the functional roles of neuronal gap junctional coupling during development, using motor neurons and their synapses with muscle fibers as a model system. At neuromuscular synapses, several studies have shown that the relative pattern of activity among motor inputs competing for innervation of the same target muscle fiber determines how patterns of innervation are sculpted during the first weeks after birth. We asked whether gap junctional coupling among motor neurons modulates the relative timing of motor neuron activity in awake, behaving neonatal mice. We found that the activity of motor neurons innervating the same muscle is temporally correlated perinatally, during the same period that gap junction-mediated electrical and dye coupling are present. In vivo blockade of gap junctions abolished temporal correlations in motor neuron activity, without changing overall motor behavior, motor neuron activity patterns or firing frequency. Together with preliminary studies in mice lacking gap junction protein Cx40, our data suggest that developmentally regulated gap junctional coupling among motor and other neurons affects the activity in nascent neural circuits and thus in turn affects synaptic connectivity. Dynamic monitoring of dye coupling can be used to explore this possibility in normal mice and in mice lacking gap junction proteins during embryonic and neonatal development.